We improve the efficiency of sawtooth-wave-adiabatic-passage (SWAP) cooling [1] [2] [3] for strontium atoms in three dimensions and combine it with standard narrow-line laser cooling. With this technique, we create strontium magneto-optical traps with 6 × 10 7 bosonic 88 Sr (1 × 10 7 fermionic 87 Sr) atoms at phase-space densities of 2 × 10 −3 (1.4 × 10 −4 ). Our method is simple to implement and is faster and more robust than traditional cooling methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultracold strontium (Sr) atoms are used in optical frequency standards [4] , in superradiant lasers [5] and atom interferometers [6] , for studies of molecular [7, 8] and Rydberg [9] physics, to constrain the variation of fundamental constants [10] , for quantum simulation [11, 12] , and for experiments with atom arrays [13, 14] . Although continuous sources of ultracold Sr atoms are under development [15, 16] , all these experiments operate with a duty cycle that is limited by the sample preparation time. This duty cycle fundamentally prevents optical clocks [4, 17] from overcoming the standard quantum limit [18] by aliasing technical noise into the measurement results [19, 20] . High repetition rates also benefit quantum simulators with ultracold atoms [21] , and are a necessary requirement to implement novel schemes such as variational quantum simulation [22, 23] .
With this in mind, we apply the recently-developed sawtooth-wave-adiabatic-passage (SWAP) technique [1] [2] [3] 24] to improve the performance of our narrow-line magneto-optical traps (MOTs), described in Sec. II. We model the cooling process using a moving three-level atom in the presence of the spatially varying magnetic field [2] in Sec. III. From this model, we conclude that the broadband cooling used in most Sr MOTs is better understood within the same adiabatic passage framework. Nevertheless, our theoretical and experimental results show that SWAP cooling in a MOT is necessarily more robust and efficient (Sec. IV). In free space, SWAP cooling can exploit stimulated emission to cool faster than the limit imposed by the 21 µs natural lifetime of the cooling transition [3] . However, we find theoretically and experimentally that the spatially varying magnetic field of the MOT, in combination with polarization selection rules, prevents us from exploiting stimulated emission. Although SWAP cooling does not make use of stimulated emission, it provides compelling benefits over traditional broadband laser cooling in a Sr MOT: it strongly improves the sample preparation time, efficiency, and robustness for both bosonic 88 Sr and fermionic 87 Sr isotopes.
We build on our improved understanding of the cooling process in Sec. V and combine three different cooling stages to create 3-µK-cold samples of bosonic 88 Sr atoms from an initial, magnetically trapped, cloud at 1 mK within 50 ms. These results are enabled by a novel SWAP MOT stage where only one axis is exposed to laser light at a time, but the illuminated axis is changed every 45 µs. This technique avoids unwanted stimulated processes between different axes and speeds up the SWAP cooling before the final cooling stage. Finally, we adapt our cooling method to MOTs of fermionic 87 Sr and demonstrate the same benefits.
II. EXPERIMENT
We load strontium atoms into a magnetic trap [25, 26] for the 3 P 2 state from a Zeeman-slowed atomic beam source. The atoms are transferred from the magnetooptical trap ("Blue MOT") on the 1 S 0 -1 P 1 transition, with a natural linewidth Γ blue = 2π × 30.5 MHz [see Fig. 1(a) ], to the magnetic trap. The magnetic trap stores a dilute atomic gas at the Doppler temperature T D =hΓ blue /(2k B ) = 0.7 mK. Here, 2πh = h is Planck's constant and k B is Boltzmann's constant. For the blue MOT, we use three retroreflected laser beams at 460.86 nm with powers of (6 mW, 6 mW, 4 mW) along the (X, Y , Z) axes and 1/e 2 -waists of 6 mm, as sketched in Fig. 1(b) . A pair of antiHelmholtz coils provides the magnetic quadrupole field B(ρ, z) = B ρ 2 /4 + z 2 for the MOT, with a gradient B = 63.7 G/cm (B /2), with respect to the axial (transverse) coordinate z (ρ = x 2 + y 2 ). These conditions lead to a trapped atom cloud in the linear po-
, and an exponentially decaying density profile. Here, g( 3 P 2 ) = 3/2 is the magnetic g-factor of the 3 P 2 state, m( 3 P 2 ) is the magnetic quantum number, and µ B is the Bohr magneton. The density profile for the bosonic isotope 88 Sr thus depends on the relative occupation of the magnetic sublevels |m| = 1 and 2. The hyperfine structure due to the large nuclear spin (I = 9/2) in the fermionic isotope 87 Sr complicates predictions of the density profile further.
Compared to
88 Sr, the five hyperfine states have different and much smaller g-factors, which lead to a more extended and less tightly trapped atomic cloud.
The atom number in the magnetic trap saturates when the gain by loading from the atomic beam balances the loss due to collisions with the atomic beam. For our system, we find a corresponding 1/e magnetic trap lifetime of 24 s (16 s) for bosonic 88 Sr (fermionic 87 Sr) at an oven temperature of 600
• C. After 3 s of loading, we apply a 10 ms pulse of repumping laser light to the sample. For this purpose, we use two lasers that operate on the 3 P 2 -3 S 1 and 3 P 0 -3 S 1 transitions at 707 nm and 679 nm, respectively [see Fig. 1(a) ]. The repump pulse transfers atoms to the 3 P 1 state, from which they decay with a lifetime of τ = 21.28(3) µs [20] back to the 1 S 0 ground state. For the laser intensities and magnetic fields used here, the 1 S 0 state population is refilled with a 1/e-time of 1.3(1) ms. In the spinless electronic ground state, the atoms experience almost no magnetic force and start to expand freely.
To further cool the atoms to the µK regime, they need to be captured in a secondary narrow-line magnetooptical trap ("red MOT") operating on the 1 S 0 -3 P 1 transition at λ 689.4 nm with linewidth Γ = 1/τ = 2π × 7.48(1) kHz. The large discrepancy between red and blue transition linewidths makes it necessary to significantly broaden the linewidth of the red MOT laser to prevent atom loss: The Doppler-broadened linewidth ∆ω D = 2π × 4hΓ blue ln 2/(mλ 2 ) 2π × 0.9 MHz is ∼120 times larger than Γ. Furthermore, spatially confining atoms in a magneto-optical trap for the 1 S 0 -3 P 1 transition requires a magnetic quadrupole field with typical axial gradients B of a few G/cm [25] [26] [27] [28] . This order-ofmagnitude reduction in magnetic field compared to the blue MOT has to be achieved on timescales comparable to the 1 S 0 refilling time to prevent atoms from escaping due to their per-axis atomic root-mean-square velocity ∼0.25 mm/ms. For this reason, we switch the field gradient diabatically and we find a typical Zeeman shift of several MHz on the red MOT transition.
The traditional strategy to overcome such large Doppler and Zeeman shifts is to frequency-modulate the red MOT laser at a modulation frequency f mod over a period t sweep = 1/f mod . The resulting laser spectrum is a comb of frequencies spaced by f mod , and care has to be taken to find a balance between modulation speed and power-broadened linewidth. Traditionally, the resulting cooling process has been explained in terms of Doppler cooling with a modified laser spectrum. However, as we will show below, even the traditional approach is more usefully described in terms of adiabatic rapid passage processes, because optimal sweep times are comparable to the atomic lifetime τ [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Specifically, we investigated the frequency modulation and illumination sequences sketched in Fig. 1(c) . In the first strategy, we use broadband-modulated laser cooling (BB), similar to traditional frequency-comb Doppler cooling. Here, the laser frequency is scanned in a triangle ramp between ω start and ω end , such that the laser is always red-detuned from the atomic resonance at ω atom . We use three retroreflected laser beams that are always turned on, as indicated by the continuous illumination sequence below the frequency scan in Fig. 1(c) . The red MOT lasers have 1/e 2 -waists of 3 mm and we use powers of up to 8 mW per beam. All measurements in this paper use red light derived from a tapered amplifier, seeded with a diode laser that is itself stabilized to a high-finesse reference cavity.
As an alternative to the BB strategy, we investigate the sawtooth-wave adiabatic passage (SWAP) cooling technique [1] [2] [3] . In this method, the laser frequency is ramped in a sawtooth-shaped ramp, as shown in the center panel of Fig. 1(c) . In contrast to BB, the laser is swept across the free-space atomic resonance to ω end and is rapidly reset to ω start on a timescale that is fundamentally limited by the acoustic wave transfer time in the acousto-optical modulators that we use. To avoid another sweep across the resonance during this reset, we turn off the radiofrequency power in the acousto-optic modulators at ω end . In combination with technical limitations in the timing system, the frequency reset results in dark time of ∼5 µs after each sweep.
We investigate three SWAP strategies, labelled SWAP-3, SWAP-2, and SWAP-1, respectively, corresponding to the number of bright axes during each frequency sweep. Here, SWAP-3 is the only previously studied strategy in the context of magneto-optical trapping [2] . After a period of frequency-modulated laser cooling according to these strategies, we apply a period of red-detuned singlefrequency Doppler cooling to the atoms, indicated in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 (c) as strategy SF. We find that a combination of the strategies SWAP-3, SWAP-1, and SF results in the highest phase-space-density samples on the shortest time scales. We show typical data for the bosonic 88 Sr isotope in Fig. 1(d) , where we gain three orders of magnitude in phase space density in less than 100 ms. Note that most of the cooling happens within the first 50 ms of our combined sequence, which uses the SWAP-3, SWAP-1, and SF strategies consecutively.
We find that reducing the SWAP cooling to a uniaxial process with SWAP-1 results in higher speed and final phase space density, but requires pre-cooling the atoms with the highest Doppler and Zeeman shifts to avoid losing them when an axis is dark. In the following Section, we develop a simple model to explain both BB and SWAP strategies within a common framework.
III. COOLING MODEL
We are interested in the average behavior of a thermal sample of three-level 88 Sr atoms interacting with a train of frequency-swept laser pulses on the 1 S 0 -3 P 1 transition in the presence of a quadrupole magnetic field. Based on our experimental results, we will argue later that the population dynamics for 87 Sr with its ten nuclear magnetic states can be understood in a similar framework. To model the atom-light interaction, we use a simplified model first introduced for this purpose in Ref. [2] .
Specifically, we include the non-degenerate 1 S 0 ground state |g and the two stretched magnetic sublevels |± of the 3 P 1 state (V-type level scheme) in the optical Bloch equations for an atom moving along one dimension, say Z. Two laser beams with equal intensities and opposite circular polarizations propagate with wave vectors ±kẑ, where k = 2π/λ, as sketched in Fig. 2 
(a).
We treat the atomic position z and velocity v classically and thus can combine the Doppler and Zeeman shifts of |± into a single parameter δ = kv + g( 3 P 1 )m( 3 P 1 )µ B B z/h that describes the energy splitting between the states |± corresponding to the magnetic quantum numbers m( 3 P 1 ) = ±1. The J = 0 → J = 1 transition under consideration leads to equal ClebschGordan factors of 1/ √ 3 for all possible transitions. Although we use retroreflected laser beams, which produce a standing wave with rotating linear polarization at each position, |δ| > 0 locally selects the resonant transition and the cooling process terminates as soon as |δ| locally becomes small compared to the power-broadened linewidth. For a magnetic quadrupole field, the atom is thus cooled to a drift velocity pointing towards the magnetic field zero.
The above considerations result in an equal Rabi frequency Ω ≡ Γ/ √ 3 s 0 /2 for each beam. Here, s 0 = I pk /I sat is the saturation parameter in terms of the saturation intensity I sat = πhc/(3λ 3 τ ) and the Gaussian laser beams' peak intensity I pk = 2P/(πw 2 0 ), with beam power P and 1/e 2 -waist w 0 , respectively. We also allow for the lasers to be switched off by letting Ω(t) vary with time. The laser frequency for each beam is scanned simultaneously as ∆(t) ≡ ∆ 0 + f (t), starting at a fixed initial detuning ∆ 0 ≡ ω start − ω atom and continuing with a periodic frequency ramp f (t).
Under these assumptions, we find the time-dependent Hamiltonian
and the optical Bloch equations for the density matrix ρ
We model the effects of spontaneous emission on the elements of the density matrix by the Liouvillian
This model is useful to describe the loading and initial cooling of the red MOT because the atomic velocity and position do not change significantly on the timescale of the cycle time t cycle ≡ t sweep + t dark , which in all cases of interest is on the order of the atomic lifetime τ . This condition places the initial stage of frequencyswept laser cooling in the red MOT in an interesting regime. We work neither in the adiabatic rapid passage regime, where t cycle τ , nor fully in the steady state with respect to atomic decay, where t cycle τ . For this reason, adiabatic approximations of the Bloch equations produce misleading results and we have to rely on numerical solutions to explain our experimental results. For instance, we show the population dynamics of a typical pulse train for a representative sweep (dead) time of t sweep = 2τ (t dead = 0.238τ ) in the high velocity regime in Fig. 2(b) . Here, an atom at detuning δ = 100 Γ is exposed to a train of laser pulses whose frequency is swept over ∆ sweep = 1000 Γ, ending at ω end − ω atom = +13.3 Γ, with a Rabi frequency of Ω = 34 Γ. Because of the large splitting between the excited states, the pulse train efficiently excites only the |+ state. After the first excitation, spontaneous emission reinitializes the atom to a ground state fraction depending on t cycle /τ . We find that the population dynamics reliably settle to a periodic pattern for all parameter ranges in this work after a few cycles.
Even though we have to use numerics, we can identify useful analytic expressions for some of the parameters, such as the condition for adiabatic passage, if spontaneous emission is neglected. Assuming that Ω is constant and that the detuning is ramped across the resonance with constant frequency slope α ≡ḟ = ∆ sweep /t sweep , 2 /α > 2/π, the cooling rate Γ cool is remarkably insensitive to the level splitting δ and Rabi frequency Ω. (e, f) Traditional broadband frequency-modulated cooling can be understood within the same framework. For atoms at small |δ|, the downward sweep causes stimulated emission by the same beam that caused the excitation on the upward sweep. This process partially cancels the desired momentum transfer, reduces the cooling rate, and causes a stronger parameter dependence in the low-|δ| regime for BB compared to SWAP.
the Landau-Zener probability for adiabatic passage to the excited state [3] 
is only determined by the adiabaticity parameter Ω 2 /α. Note again that this result requires t cycle τ , but that it will be useful to benchmark our experimental and numerical results. In particular, the excited state population never reaches p LZ , because it decays during the whole excitation process.
We can also see from Eqn. 1 that if |δ| Ω/ √ 2, because the velocity and the Zeeman splitting are small or compensate each other, we have a competition between adiabatic passage from the ground state to either of the excited states |± . If there is no imbalance between the transition probability to |± , the cooling efficiency vanishes, because the atom absorbs a photon from each of the counterpropagating beams. Typical population dynamics for δ = 2.4 Γ are shown in Fig. 2(c) .
The transition from cooling to heating leads to a balance where one finds the same steady-state temperature k B T ss =hΩ/2 as for Doppler cooling as long as one cannot take advantage of stimulated processes where the atom is stimulated back to the ground state by the other beam [3] . In contrast to optical molasses [1] it is not possible to realize this situation in a magneto-optical trap [2] , because opposite circular polarizations are used in combination with a magnetic-field gradient to create localization. In a situation where one can separate atomic localization from the excitation process, such as in a magicwavelength optical dipole trap, SWAP cooling could be much more effective by exploiting stimulated emission in the regime of t cycle τ as originally envisioned [1, 3] . To describe the efficiency of the cooling process, we introduce the laser cooling rate
as the difference between the scattering rates due to the cycle-averaged probabilities of exciting the corresponding states p + ≡ ρ 11 and p − ≡ ρ 22 , respectively. Because the SWAP cooling process is based on adiabatic passage, this cooling rate is remarkably insensitive to laser frequency or intensity drifts, as shown in Fig. 2(d) . Interestingly, we can understand the broadbandmodulated laser cooling (BB), traditionally used in narrow-line magneto-optical traps for Sr [25] [26] [27] within the same framework: In Fig. 2(e) , we show population dynamics for a pulse train where the laser frequency is ramped in a triangle pattern with the same slope (Rabi frequency) α (Ω) as in panels (b) and (c), such that the adiabaticity parameter remains the same. The laser is never turned off (t dead = 0) and the detuning ramp still spans ∆ sweep = 1000 Γ, but ends to the red of the resonance at ω end − ω atom = −13.3 Γ. We immediately see the disadvantage of this BB strategy compared to the SWAP-1 strategy, in that p + is not allowed to decay spontaneously, but is stimulated back to the ground state on the down-slope of the ramp by the same beam that excited it. This stimulated process produces a momentum kick opposite to the initial excitation and reduces the amount of spontaneous scattering, and thus Γ cool .
As shown in Fig. 2(f) , the BB strategy works well when the time between adiabatic transfers on the up- and down-slope of the frequency ramp is long enough for a significant fraction of p + to decay, because adiabatic passage is insensitive to the direction of the frequency sweep across the resonance. However, the cooling efficiency is strongly reduced for low-|δ| atoms compared to SWAP-1. Some of this efficiency can be recovered by modulating the laser frequency in a sinusoidal fashion (reduced α at small |δ|) as traditionally done [27, 28] , but SWAP is more efficient.
In conclusion, we find that the adiabatic passage picture provides a better framework to understand both traditional BB and SWAP cooling strategies. In addition, the model predicts that, compared to BB, SWAP (1) optimizes the excitation process for low-velocity atoms at low Zeeman shifts, (2) makes the cooling process more homogeneous across the whole thermal sample loaded from the magnetic trap, and (3) is more robust with respect to intensity fluctuations.
In the subsequent section, we will show experimental results that support this conclusion and discuss secondary experimental conditions that influence the choice of cooling strategy.
IV. SWAP MOT
To study the differences between the cooling strategies sketched in Fig. 1(c) , we start by applying the corresponding pulse train for a time t red to the atomic sample while keeping the magnetic field gradient and the laser intensity constant. At the end of t red , we turn off the magnetic field gradient as well as the laser beams, and either image the atoms in situ, or allow the atoms to fall for 15 ms before imaging. We take two absorption images simultaneously by exposing the atomic cloud for 50 µs to two separate probe beams propagating along Y and Z, respectively. Using standard methods [29] , we extract the temperature, atom number, and in-trap phase-spacedensity of the atomic cloud. The error bars for these quantities combine a 10% shot-to-shot atom number fluctuation with the statistical fit error derived by rescaling each image fit to χ 2 = 1. The results for varying cooling times t red are shown in Fig. 3(a) . Here, all strategies use a common red laser power of 2 mW per axis and a sweep range of ∼11 MHz. The SWAP strategies end at a (blue) detuning of 100 kHz, while the BB strategy ends at a (red) detuning of −100 kHz. We use a sweep time t sweep = 40 µs (80 µs) for SWAP (BB).
Compared to the SWAP strategies, BB exhibits a lower initial density, but a slower decay at long times. We determine both 1/e lifetime τ MOT and two-body-loss rate coefficient K 2 for all strategies by fitting the solution oḟ n = −n/τ MOT − K 2 n 2 to the density data in Fig. 3(a) . We find that the red-detuned BB strategy leads to a MOT with τ MOT = 25 ± 10 s, comparable to the lifetime of atoms in the magnetic trap. We thus attribute this one-body loss to collisions with the atomic beam. The SWAP-1 and SWAP-3 strategies lead to a reduced τ MOT = 7(2) s and 8(2) s, respectively. In addition, all strategies show non-exponential loss at short times, due to light-assisted scattering on the repulsive V 1u asymptote [30] . We find similar two-body-loss rate coefficients K 2 5(1) × 10 −12 cm 3 /s for all strategies at this laser power.
Previous attempts at optimizing the broadband stage of the cooling procedure made a choice between quickly cooling only the coldest atoms for atomic clocks [27] and slowly cooling almost all atoms for quantum gas experiments [26] . With the SWAP technique, we aimed to combine the advantages of both methods and varied the parameters of each strategy to obtain the coldest samples in the shortest times. As we see in Fig. 3(a) , the SWAP-1 strategy can condense hot atoms on fast timescales and thus reaches its steady-state temperature quickly. This steady-state temperature is proportional to the laser intensity, and the shape of the atomic cloud is determined by the magnetic field gradient [27] . We thus ramp both magnetic field gradient and laser intensity with the empirically optimized polynomial shapes shown in Fig. 3(b) while the atoms are cooled. Under these conditions, we find that the strategies produce samples with dramati-cally different phase-space densities as a function of total ramp time. In Fig. 3(c) , we see that all strategies have an optimal associated time: If we ramp too quickly, the phase-space density remains low. If we ramp too slowly, we start to lose phase-space density due to light-assisted collisions between the coldest atoms. We also see that SWAP-1 produces the highest phase-space densities while BB performs the worst. The SWAP-1 strategy achieves this goal despite losing 40% of the atoms, as shown in Fig. 3(d) . This loss is not present in the other strategies, and we attribute this loss to hot atoms that escape from the cooling region while the corresponding axes are not illuminated.
Based on these results, we decided to combine the high capture efficiency of SWAP-3 with the fast and efficient cooling of SWAP-1. We use the same laser power and magnetic field ramps as in Fig. 3(b) , but switch from SWAP-3 to SWAP-1 at a time t switch < t ramp . We optimized t switch and the SWAP cooling parameters of this combined sequence in detail for both bosonic 88 Sr and fermionic 87 Sr isotopes, and found that its performance is limited by the initial capture fraction of SWAP-3 from the magnetic trap.
In Fig. 4(a) , we show the atom number at t ramp = 45 ms (150 ms) for 88 Sr ( 87 Sr) versus the initial power per beam P init . We trap 1.5×10
88 Sr ( 87 Sr) atoms for P init = 8 mW. The data suggests that we reach the adiabatic passage regime for relatively low initial powers. We find that a sweep range of ∆ sweep = 2π × 11 MHz (2π × 5.7 MHz) for 88 Sr ( 87 Sr) produces a comparable power-dependence for both isotopes. The ratio between sweep ranges is consistent with similar cooling conditions requiring similar adiabaticity parameters, and the lower average scattering rate for the F = 9/2 → F = 11/2 transition in 87 Sr compared to the J = 0 → J = 1 transition in 88 Sr. The final number of 87 Sr atoms is ∼80% of the value suggested by the relative natural abundance of 87 Sr and 88 Sr (7.00%/82.58%). We attribute this discrepancy to the more extended atomic density profile in the magnetic trap (see Sec. II). If sufficient optical power is available, increasing the beam sizes could lead to an improved capture fraction. For a given beam size, the capture fraction of the SWAP MOT seems to be proportional to the adiabaticity parameter if we take into account that 87 Sr scatters less cooling light than 88 Sr. In the remainder of Fig. 4 , we explore the SWAP cooling parameters for two representative initial powers: (1) a "low" power per beam of 3 mW that is available from a typical diode laser at 689 nm, and (2) a "high" power per beam of 8 mW that requires multiple diode lasers or a tapered amplifier. For brevity, we only show data for 88 Sr, because we find equivalent results for 87 Sr with the caveat of a reduced scattering rate that requires a reduced sweep range for the same power.
When we vary the sweep range ∆ sweep by varying ω start , we find the data shown in Fig. 4(b) . For high power, the atom number first increases and then saturates because an increased sweep range can address atoms at higher Zeeman shifts. For low power, the atom number peaks, but then slowly decreases with the linear decrease in adiabaticity parameter. Even though the atom number shows a similar behavior in the low-and high-power limits, the phase space density decreases exponentially with increased sweep range, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . This behavior is consistent with an exponential decrease in the cooling rate due to the reduced adiabatic transfer efficiency ∝ p LZ . We show in Fig. 4(d) that the sweep time influences the number of atoms dramatically as well: the cooling rate is too small to capture the fastest atoms for increased sweep times. Finally, we find that reducing the sweep time below the natural lifetime does not improve the number of captured atoms in the SWAP MOT, consistent with the predictions of the optical Bloch equations in Sec. III.
V. SINGLE-FREQUENCY MOT
As a last step in our cooling protocol, we use traditional narrow-line laser cooling at a single frequency to reach final temperatures of 1 − 2 µK. We start the red MOT with the optimized SWAP combination sequence discussed in Sec. IV. The laser frequency is scanned from ω start − ω atom = −2π × 8.5 MHz (−4.2 MHz) to ω end − ω atom = 2π × 0.1 MHz for 88 Sr ( 87 Sr) as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5 . At the same time, the laser power and magnetic field gradient are slowly ramped with the polynomial shapes shown in Fig. 5 . After reaching the steady state of the combined technique, we switch to the single-frequency MOT at t ramp to further cool the sample. To switch to the SF strategy, we select cooling parameters that would leave the cloud shape and temperature unchanged. Thus, we turn off the frequency scan, set the laser frequency to a −80 kHz (−10 kHz) red detuning, and quickly lower the beam power from 1 mW to P start = 35 µW (20 µW) for 88 Sr ( 87 Sr). Finally, we ramp the beam power once again with a polynomial shape to P end = 1 µW (0.5 µW) for 88 Sr ( 87 Sr) to reduce the steady-state temperature of the cooling process. To ensure fast cooling during the single-frequency MOT, we minimize the atomic movement along gravity caused by the change in the detuning and gradient [27] . We thus limit the detuning ramp amplitude to only ∼10 kHz and keep the gradient constant.
The series of in-situ absorption images of 88 Sr in Fig. 6(a) illustrates the cooling process. The SWAP-3 strategy allows us to capture about 9×10 7 atoms, but the cloud remains large and dilute. As soon as we switch to SWAP-1, the atomic cloud shrinks visibly. In the singlefrequency MOT, the atoms sag along the direction of gravity while cooling to a few µK, which is a characteristic behavior of the bosonic narrow-line MOT [27] . We cool to 3 µK after 5 ms of the single-frequency MOT without losing atoms. The phase-space density at this point is 8 × 10 −4 , a factor of 400 larger than for the case of a red MOT time of 25 ms (prior to this, we cannot get reliable estimates due to irregular in-situ shapes). The phase-space density increases further over the final 45 ms of single-frequency cooling and reaches 2 × 10 −3 with a final temperature of 2 µK at the expense of losing 25% of the atoms. Note that this final cooling step in the single-frequency MOT takes the same amount of time as all of the initial cooling procedure, pointing towards a mechanism that competes with the cooling process while the 88 Sr atoms sag to the lower edge of the MOT. This atom loss is likely due to a combination of light-assisted collisions and radiation trapping [31, 32] .
We apply the same protocol to 87 Sr, but increase its cooling efficiency by adding red stirring laser beams [25] , which copropagate with the red MOT beams. The in-situ images in Fig. 6(b) show the cooling progress for 87 Sr. Unlike 88 Sr with its vanishingly small scattering length, the 87 Sr sample does not sag under gravity. Instead, it thermalizes by interparticle collisions [25, 26] . We ob-serve larger and more dilute initial atomic clouds of 87 Sr than of 88 Sr during SWAP-3, because of the reduced cooling rate discussed in the previous Section. For the same reason, it takes longer to condense the 87 Sr cloud to the steady state in the subsequent SWAP-1 cooling stage. In total, we find that we need to operate the SWAP MOT about three times longer for 87 Sr than for 88 Sr. We reach a temperature of 3 µK and a phase-space density of 5 × 10 −5 at the end of SWAP-1. The subsequent 10 ms of single-frequency MOT cools the atoms further, reaching a final temperature of 1.4 µK and a phase-space density of 1.4 × 10 −4 without atom loss.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that sawtooth-wave adiabaticpassage (SWAP) can be used to create high phase-spacedensity samples of bosonic (fermionic)
88 Sr ( 87 Sr) atoms within 50 ms (160 ms). Extending our method by a final dark-spot MOT stage [33] might result in even lower final temperatures and higher phase-space densities. Our results suggest that the narrow-line, single-frequency cooling stage produces most of its effect on timescales of 10 ms before it becomes limited by density-dependent effects [31, 32] . Our method is simple to implement and provides a useful improvement over the traditional broadband cooling stage in terms of speed and robustness. In combination with high-flux atomic sources [32, 34, 35] , our method can be used to improve the duty cycle of atomic clocks, and the repetition rate of precision experiments and quantum simulations. Our method can also improve narrow-line magneto-optical traps for other two-electron atoms, lanthanides, or molecules.
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